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Abstract: 

     Lip reading is a method to understand speech through the movement of the lips, as audio speech is not 
inclusive of all  Categories  of society, especially the hearing impaired or people in noisy environments. 
Lip reading is the best and alternative solution to  this problem. Our proposed system solves this problem 
by taking a video of the person speaking with digits. Then the pre-processing process is carried out by 
Viola Jones algorithm, by cutting the video into a sequential frame, then detecting the face, then the 
mouth, deducting the mouth region of interest(ROI), and inserting the mouth frame into the convolutional 
neural network (ResNet50), where the results are classified and the test frames is matched with the 
training frames if it is done Matching, the network is working correctly and the correct digit is spoken. 
But if the test frame is not matched with the training framework, then there is an error rate in the 
network’s work and there is an error rate in the network.  For that, we used a standard database to 
pronounce the digits from 0 to 9, and we took seven speaking people, 5 males and 2 females, and we got 
an accuracy of  86%. 
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2.   Introduction 

     Lip reading is a method of interpreting speech by watching only the movements of the lips without 
examining the auditory signal [1]. Has been documented since the sixteenth century and is often used for 
people with hearing impairments and is also used as an aid to understand speech fluently [2]. That 
reading lips is of great importance as You gave more than one concept  Including it is known as the 
decoding process from the movement of the speaker’s mouth [3]. And also knows that it is the prediction 
of words and phrases from the video only without any audio signal  [4].  The movement of the lips can be 
considered as a biometric because it is very difficult to imitate or shape the movement of the lips [5]. That 
reading the lips is not an easy thing because it faces many challenges due to differences in inputs such as 
skin colors White and brown, facial features, languages, speaking ability and intensity, as these 
difficulties can be reduced by using more visual input data collected. Automatic lip reading mainly 
includes face detection, lip positioning, feature extraction, classifier training, and decimal recognition 
through lip movement [6].                         
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     The lip-reading process is applied to the levels of sentences, digits, alphabets and words where the 
success rate of lip-reading is directly related to the correct segmentation of the image frame for an region 
of interest [8]. 

     This paper is structured  as following: Section two overviews the related work. Section three 
introduces the layout proposed system. Section four describes the results  and discussion of conduct tests. 
Finally, section five the derived conclusions of this paper. 

3. Related works 

     Automatic Lip reading is used to  interpret or understand speech without the  hearing it, a technique  
mastered by human with hearing difficulties. In this Paragraph, we review previous work that is related to 
our work. Zhao et al. (2009) in [9]. They used method local spatiotemporal descriptors an automatic lip 
reading, they represented the isolated words by extraction  spatiotemporal Local Binary Patterns (LBP) 
from mouth area, this method obtained an accuracy of 58.85%. R. Bowden et al. (2009) in [2]. They  
proposed compared various features for Automatic lip reading, including four types of  Active 
Appearance model  (AAM) features, 2D DCT features, sieve features and Eigen lip features.in general, 
AAM features with appearance outperform other types of feature, Which means that appearance is more 
useful than the shape .The proposed achieved accuracy rate 65%. Ngiam et al. (2011) in [10]. They used a 
deep learning method to recognize speech using  Video and audio, where they used two data set Cuave to 
digits and AVletters where their accuracy was 68.7%and 64.4%. A.Rekik et al.(2016) in [11]. They 
proposed an adaptive system for automatic lip reading. They used three different classifications to obtain 
three different results  Support Vector Machine (SVM), Hidden Markov Model(HMM) and K-Nearest 
Neighbors(KNN) It was noted that SVM is the best, with an overall accuracy of 71.15%,  HMM with an 
accuracy of 65.35% and no KNN with an accuracy of 50.58%. Petridis and Pantic (2016) in [12]. They 
present a method based on Deep bottleneck feature extraction directly, and they trained a model using 
Long Short Term Memory(LSTM) this method achieved 58.1%.  J.Chung (2017) in [13]. They presents a 
method called spell, attend, listen, and watch, that goal to convert mouth motion videos to characters. 
using both LSTM and CNN to recognize the spoken words, They obtained on an accuracy of 76.2%. 
Chung and Zisserman (2017) in [14]. They shown that convolution neural network architectures can be 
used to classify temporal sequences, they achieved an accuracy of 65.4%. 

 

4.  The  Proposed System 

     In our proposed system, we used a video clip of the  digit decimal speaking people by installing the 
camera in front of the person speaking the digits, where the camera captures a video clip of the person 
and then segmentation  the video into a sequential frame and then enters this frame into the Viola Jones 
algorithm to detect the face first and then detect the mouth area of interest and then Subtracting the mouth 
into a frame and inserting the mouth frames into the convolutional neural network (ResNet50), where in 
the first layer the features are extracted and then passed these features to the fully connected layer to 
classify the correct or incorrect mouth frame.  
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Figure 1: The block diagram of the proposed system automatic lip reading 

4.1   The preprocessing stage 
     It is the stage that facilitates the work of the following stages and includes operations related to 
extracting an region of interest (ROI) and performing arithmetic and quantizing operations on the image 
as ROI includes cropping, resizing, rotation and translate [15]. 
 
 
 
 
4.1.1  Face and mouth detection  
     After capturing a video of the person speaking the digits, it is stored in a temporary folder and the face 
and mouth region are detected, and this is done by Viola Jones algorithm  [16].  As shown in Figure (2) 
Detecting the face and mouth region 
 
 

Sequence of frame Face detection Mouth detection  

Crop the mouth Resizing frame  

Insert frame DenseNet201 Classification  result Matching result  

The decoded digits 
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                      Figure 2: Block diagram the preprocessing steps 

 

 

                                  
                  Figure 3: Sample for face and mouth region detection by viola jones algorithm. 
 

 
 
4.1.2  Crop mouth image from the frame 
    It is the process of cutting out areas of the image that are of interest called a sub-image and that benefit 
us in the analysis [17]. At this stage the mouth is identified and  
 

   

  

 

  

Figure 4: Examples for cropping the mouth 
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4.1.3  Resize mouth image to 224×224. 

   In  ResNet50  network, the size of the input image must be 224 * 224, and this means that we need to 
modify the size of the input image of the CNN to reduce or enlarge it to reach the required size and the 
mouth image is the cutout area. 
 
4.2   Convolution neural network stage 
     In this stage, we use the Convolutional Neural network, after completing the pre-processing of the 
specified image, where the movements of the lips must be matched with the spoken number and to know 
whether the pronunciation is correct or not. This is done using the proposed method ResNet50  to classify 
the state of the lips. 
 
4.2.1 convolution neural network layers 

     It is a specific type of artificial neural network that uses sensory perception [18].  Also known as 
(conNet ) [19]. It contains sequential layers, and each layer has its own task, as the CNN consists of three 
layers [20]: 

A. Convolution layer 

    It is the most important component of the CCN architecture  and it is a set of automatic kernels also 
called filters that are executed with the input image to create an output feature map [19]. Also called 
feature maps [21]. And it is a generalized linear model of the basic local image [22]. Where the 
convolution layer Creates feature maps that highlight the unique features of the original image. Inserts the 
image through convolution filters into the feature map.  

 

7*1+4*1+3*1+2*0+5*0+3*0+3*-1+3*-1+2*-1=6 

Figure 5: Illustrating an example that shows convolution  operation [23]. 

B- Pooling layer 

     It is the process that comes immediately after each convolution process and is used to subsample the 
feature maps of the largest size and reduce them to the feature maps of smaller size, because the feature 
maps preserve the most common information during the downsampling process in each step of the 
pooling. This pooling  process is done by defining the collected area, and there are many types of pooling 
techniques, including: max pooling, tree pooling,  min pooling, average pooling,  gated pooling, etc. Max Pooling 
is the most common  and mostly used pooling technique [24]. 
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                 Figure 6: Illustrating an example that shows some steps max-pooling operation[25]. 
 

 
C - Fully connected layer 

             It is the last layer of the convolutional neural network and it comes directly after the pooling layer, which 
is the layer that feeds the neural networks forward and its inputs are the outputs of the final pooling layer or 
the convolutional layer that has been regularization  and then inserted into this layer. The goal of this layer 
is to make the convolutional network more able to classify images [22].  

 
4.2.3   ResNet50 
              Acronym Residual network is a specific type An important convolutional neural network that 
was introduced in 2015 by  kaiming He  and join sun and others consists of fifty layers that can receive 
more than one million trained images from a database and can also classify the trained images into 1000 
object classes [18] .      
     The goal is to solve a complex problem by stacking some extra features in the network and this leads 
to an increase in performance and accuracy because the increase in the number of layers leads to gradual 
learning of more complex feature [26]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: A residual learning building block [26]. 

 
4.3 The classification  stage 

               To classify the picture frame to identify the decimal digits by lip movement, we use the convolutional 
neural network ResNet50 by inserting a frame into the network, where the network calculates the features 
and classified them in the classification process if the test frame is correctly classified and matched with 
the training frames as in Figure (8) This indicates that the network is working correctly. But if the 
matching is not done, this indicates that the network work was done incorrectly, as in Figure (9), and 
there is an error rate. 
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Figure 8: Test frame match training frame                         Figure 9: Test frame not match training frame 

 
5.   Dataset Description 

           Our database consists of 35 videos of seven people of different nationalities and languages, 5 males and 2 
females, and each person pronounces the digits from 0 to 9 five times at random. And we find 21501 
frames and this was done by installing a camera in front of the digits speaking. The site from which we 
captured the videos is https://ibug-avs.eu/    

 
5.1     Experimental Details 

             We inserted the lip frame into the convolutional neural network ResNet50, which numbered 21501 
frames. It will pass through the training phase, which was 80% (17200) images from the training images 
samples randomly. Then the testing phase starts after the training process  which  was 20% (4300) images 
were selected from The sum of randomly selected samples. and achieved an accuracy of  86%.     

               Training and test of DenseNet201  based on  MATLAB R2020  language to easily implement the code 
of CNN. A computer Lenovo  that has specifications such as  Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10510U CPU @ 
1.80GHz   2.30 GHz for CPU,  8.00 GB Windows 10 Pro  of RAM, and 64-bit operating system, x64-
based processor. 

 
     The following table show the experimental results of the proposed system   

        Table1: Illustrates the main classification criteria for the proposed model 

        Table1: Illustrates the main classification criteria for the proposed model 

Accuracy 86% 

Precision 86.6% 

Recall 87.7% 

Specificity 98% 

F-measure 87% 
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                 Table 2: The recognition  rate compared with previous studies 

Reference Number of persons extracted 
from the database 

Number of 
images in 
database 

Accuracy Recognition 

[10] 36 _ 68.7% _ 

[9] 1000 _ 58.85% _ 

Our 
proposed 

7 21501 86% 83% 

 

6-  Conclusion  

              We used the proposed method  ResNet50  to determine the lip reading of decimal digits from 0 to 9 for 
people who speak different languages and of different nationalities as well. We used the Viola Jones 
algorithm to detect the face, then detect the mouth area and deduct the mouth area and store it in a 
temporary folder. Where we encountered some difficulties in the Viola Jones algorithm, as it does not 
determine the mouth area correctly and determines the eye instead, because there is some similarity 
between them. Our proposed method gave us good results with high accuracy, and its accuracy reached 
86%. 
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